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Abstract: The necessity of fast and secure diagnosis is vital in the medical world.
Nowadays, the transmission of medical images is a daily routine and it is
necessary to find an efficient way to transmit them over the Internet. In this paper
we propose a new technique to cipher an image for safe and de-noised
transmission employing image cryptography and image to image steganography.
The hospitals and health systems in general are entrusted the tedious task of
managing and supervising huge volume of medical and patient information. Owing
to the extreme popularity and potential of Cloud Computing in recent times, in this
paper its usage in secure storage, archiving and accessing of medical images and
data is considered as an appealing recourse to the healthcare infrastructure for
enhanced patient care.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Medical Image Sharing is a phrase coined for the
electronic exchange of medical information and
images among hospitals, physicians and patients.
The ability to instantly and electronically exchange
medical information over internet can actually
enhance and facilitate speedy and efficient
diagnosis of critical ailments by means of
communication among renowned physicians, as
well as with patients. The significance of secure,
speedy diagnosis in the domain of medical world
mandates the need for safe transmission of digital
medical images over the Internet.

So in this paper we advocate the usage of image
cryptography and image to image steganography
for safe and secure transference of medical images.
Besides the monotonous job of administering and

organizing enormous volume of medical images
and patient information assigned to the healthcare
organizations is an upcoming and rising point of
concern worldwide. Technology nowadays permits
sharing of medical images using the clouds rather
than usage of traditional medias (CD or DVD) or
physical shipment of medical data to patients.
Owing to the pioneering potential and sensational
popularity of the Cloud Computing arena, its
utilization for reliable hoarding of sensitive
medical images and information is recommended
in this paper for secure storage and speedy access
of medical images in cloud environment.

2 RESEARCH PROBLEMS
2.1 Secure transmission of medical images
The significance of secure, speedy diagnosis in the
domain of medical world can never be
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compromised or belittled thus leading to rapid rise
for the need of safe transmission of digital medical
images over the Internet. Nowadays such
transmissions have become a humdrum affair in
our daily life [1-3]. The tedious task of
maintenance of this huge data volume is a crucial
matter of concern by the healthcare organizations
which needs to be addressed prudently [4].

Owing to the unprecedented and phenomenal
expansion of the Information Technology sector,
the distributions of medical images for purposes
like teleconferences and interdisciplinary
exchanges among medical personnel have become
a typical trend [5]. In order to ensure reliability and
confidentiality verification of patient’s information,
the transmission of medical images should be dealt
with prudence without hampering the image quality
so that the doctors can diagnose accurately [6].

At the heart of medical image transference, the
crucial fact of ensuring privacy of images is of
supreme importance especially in cases pertaining
to such medical legislation where even minute
image manipulation or distortion can alter the
medical scenario strikingly like in cases of brain
swellings or hairline bony fractures. Matters
encircling interdisciplinary data exchange primarily
mandate superfine image clarity like in multiple
sclerosis, a disease of nervous system [7], where
even the minute missing of demyelinating plaques
can radically revamp the diagnosis plan and the
prognostic outcome of the treatment. Instances of
contagious ailments of chest or abdomen equally
demands image coherence where slight imaging
defect can affect the clinical outcome acutely.
Consequently due to both legislative and diagnostic
reasons it is highly essential to preserve and protect
medical image information [8].

In this paper a new approach of hiding an image for
safe and denoised transmission is proposed which
encompasses Image Cryptography and Image to
Image Steganography technique.

2.2 Storage of large volume of medical images
Besides, the cumbersome task of supervising
proliferate data volume and patient information
(Medical Image) is a serious point of concern that
is largely entrusted to the hospitals and health
systems. In order to facilitate enhanced patient care,
they are responsible to store files, manage, protect
records (Medical Images) and of course, make
patient records readily and rapidly accessible to
physicians, authorized and compliance departments
as and when requested.

Digital medical images inherently delineates a
particular challenge from a data management
perspective; while on one hand the size of data files
are massive, the procedures of their creation are
unfolding consistently on the other hand.
Simultaneously the efforts to exploit this colossal
amount of medical imaging data is on high rise by
existing technology of the healthcare organizations
inclusive of their existing data storage capabilities
and the picture archiving and communication
systems (PACS) utilized by radiologists.

Owing to the growing popularity and potential of
cloud computing in recent times, its usage for
storage of medical imaging data is an appealing
option to the healthcare organizations [9, 10, 11, 12,
13, 14]. This paper also addresses the storage
issues confronted by healthcare industry by
exploiting cloud services as a prospective solution
for storing, sharing, accessing and archiving
medical imaging data.

3 PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
Nowadays, the sole purpose of confidential and
expeditious diagnosis in medical world realm has
engendered the transmission of medical images
over the Internet worldwide. Our first objective
concerns that during the transference of medical
images over varied networks, the medical image be
protected from getting tampered from the malicious
intensions or distortions of intruders from outer
world, besides to conceal the fact that any medical
image is getting transferred, thus keeping the fact
of medical image transmission confidential.

Our second objective is to facilitate the storage of
huge volume of medical image in the clouds as
well as its secure access by the cloud users.

3.1 Solution to our first objective
We would like to achieve our first purpose by
encrypting the medical image and then embedding
it in cover image implementing Image to Image
steganography. In receiving end, the receiver first
applies reverse steganography and then decrypts it
to retrieve the original medical image. Thus
integration of both this techniques ensures a two
layer security model thereby protecting the medical
image from outside world intrusions.

In our research we need to assure that there is
absence of any minute distortion in the medical
image when it is finally retrieved i.e. we have to
overcome the main hindrance of shuffling and
diffusing such image data, by implementation of
traditional cryptographic approach, in designing
effective image encryption algorithms. On the other
hand, since medical image size is quite hefty,
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embedding the same will result seriously degrading
the cover-image. On changing the last bit of the
carrier image pixel, the color information might
vary within a range of -1 to +1 which usually
remains unperceived by human eye. So we need to
sketch an effective Image to Image steganographic
algorithm that will minimize the degradation of
cover-image quality efficiently. In general,
encryption provides an obvious approach to
information security, encryption programs are
readily available everywhere, besides encryption
algorithms available for textual data are highly
efficient. But sometimes when the information is
available in image form, in such cases we need to
design a specialized algorithm that should be
highly optimized to safeguard pictorial information.

3.2 Solution to our second objective
Our second aim is the reliable storage of prodigious
medical image in the clouds and expediting secure
access of medical image by the cloud users; i.e.
dealing in secure information management in
clouds and its corresponding association with the
users. Security, including confidentiality,
verifiability of stored information and information
reliability, are some integral components and issues
associated with data storage in the clouds.
Accordingly, it is very crucial to design and
implement a security protocol which will have both
powerful communication as well as storage
security.

Fig. 1. Proposed model.

Though several researchers have proposed
numerous security protocols to secure patient
confidential information encompassing techniques
based primarily on encryption and cryptographic
algorithms[15,16,17,18], yet the cardinal drawback
of using such ciphering techniques is its large
computational overhead, a critical and serious
concern which needs to get addressed judiciously.
Thus, we advocate usage of a technique called
Image to Image steganography which deals in

concealing information within cover /carrier image
which incurs minimal computational overhead.

3.3 Proposed Model
Figure 1 illustrates our proposed model. As already
stated before in the proposed solution section of
this paper, we intend to encrypt the medical image
and then embed it in a cover image implementing
Image to Image steganography and storing this
stego-image in the clouds, thus achieving secure
data storage in clouds and thereby assuring the
protection of medical data and patient information
from malicious intensions of unauthorized user
accesses or attacks.

4 PROPOSED ALGORITHM
4.1 Embedding
Step 1: Take an image say cover image by setting a
path and store it inside an array say IC

Step2: Scan or take input of the image data which
is to be sent as the embedding image. Store it in
another array named M.

Step 3: Find number of pixels inside the embedding
image M and store the number as Tot_Mpix

Step 4: Find out the number of total pixels in the
cover image, store it in Tot_pixels. Necessary
information resides in the 1st few pixels for any
BMP image, so it is better not to tamper it, hence,
we skip the first 54 pixels of the cover image (in
case of BMP images) and thereafter we choose
pixels to be embedded. Say the first pixel is IC[init].
Otherwise, for JPEG images we can start operating
from any pixel we, even from 1st bit.

Step 5: Convert each pixel of the embedding image
into 8-bit binary form and store in another array say
M1.

Step 6: Say, we have Tot_Mpix= n. Now each
cover pixel can store just 1 bit of an embedding
image pixel. So to embed a whole pixel we need 8
pixels. Hence to embed n number of embedding
image pixels we need 8*n number of cover pixels.

So if starting cover pixel is IC[init] then the
embedding will run till the pixel value IC[init+8*n].
If there remains insufficient number of pixels left
in the carrier image after leaving first 54 cover
pixels (for a BMP image) show an error message
“Larger cover/carrier image is needed”.

Step 7: Say First_pix be the first pixel i.e. M1
[initial] where initial=0, of the embedding image
pixel in 8-bit form.
Take pointer=7.
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The last bit i.e. 8th bit of IC [init] embeds 1st bit i.e.
MSB of First_char. So pointer=7 where pointer
denotes the position of the bits of the image to be
embedded. Now,

Step 8: Select any of the four substitutions (a)
through (d), whichever is relevant while comparing
the cover image pixel and embedding image pixel.

(a) If the LSB of the cover pixel is 1 and the MSB
of the embedding image pixel is 1, then retain the
LSB of the cover pixel.

(b) If the LSB of the cover pixel is 1 and the MSB
of the embedding image pixel is 0, then change the
LSB of the cover pixel to 0.

(c) If the LSB of the cover pixel is 0 and the MSB
of the embedding image pixel is 1, then change the
LSB of the cover pixel to 1.

(d)If the LSB of the cover pixel is 0 and the MSB
of the embedding image pixel is 0, then retain the
LSB of the cover pixel.

Set pointer=pointer-1
IC [init] =IC [init+1]
Continue while (pointer=0)

Step 9: If pointer=0
First_Pix=M1 [initial+1]
Pointer =7
Continue step 7 to 8.
While First_Pix reaches M1 [Tot_Pix]

4.2 Retrieving
RI stands for retrieved image.

Step 1: The retrieved image is to be stored in an
array named RI. Keep the pivot at RI [init]. Where
init=0 initially.

Step2: Take another array named RPix [8] to store
each bit of retrieved image.

Step3:Read cover pixel
Set k=7

(A) If the LSB of the cover pixel is 1, copy that and
store as MSB of RPix[K].
K=k-1

(B) If the LSB of the cover pixel is 0, copy that and
store as MSB of RPix[K].
K=k-1

Continue the process till k=0.

Step 4: Convert RPix[8] from binary to decimal
and then to corresponding ASCII.

Step 5: Store the data at RI [init]. Where initially
init=0;
Step 6: Init=init+1
go to step2

Step 7: Abort operation when all cover pixels will
be read. And convert the array into an image.

Step 8: Show RI as output image.

Fig. 2. Original medical image. Fig. 3. Encrypted medical
image.

Fig. 4. Histogram of original and encrypted medical image.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have successfully implemented the aforesaid
algorithm in Matlab R2013a. As per the proposed
approach, at first we have encrypted (XOR
Operation) the medical image and the method
employed to implement Image to Image
steganography technique is by using the familiar
technique of simple LSB substitution. We use LSB
substitution technique to embed encrypted image
inside cover or carrier image. The LSB substitution
deals with the substitution of the least significant
bit of each cover pixel with respect to the image
pixel as per the following conditions, if the image
pixel bit is 1 and corresponding LSB of the cover
pixel, is 0 or the Image pixel bit is 0 and
corresponding LSB of the cover pixel is 1 i.e. if
contradiction occurs in image pixel bit and LSB of
cover pixel then only substitution happens
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otherwise the LSB of cover pixel remains
unchanged. So there is a 50% probability of getting
change for each cover pixel.

The Figure 2 is the original medical image. We
encrypt the original image by XOR operation and
get encrypted version Figure 3 and then applying
the image to image stenagography, embed the
Encrypted Image Figure 3 inside the cover image
Figure 5 and then obtain Stego-Image as shown in
Figure 6. Figure 4 shows the histogram of images
(Original and encrypted) and we send the Stego-
Image to the receiver side.

Fig. 7. Extracted encrypted image. Fig. 8. Decrypted original
medical image.

Fig. 9. Histogram of encrypted and decrypted medical image.

In receiver side we extracted the encrypted image
Figure 7 from Figure 6. Then decrypted (Reverse
XOR operation) and got the original medical image
Figure 8. Figure 9 shows the histogram of images

(encrypted and decrypted). From the histograms we
can find that original and decrypted image is same.

6 CONCLUSION
The concern of instant sharing of medical images
and facilitating its efficient storage in clouds is of
paramount importance nowadays owing to the ever
increasing demand for enhanced patient care and
speedy diagnosis of numerous critical ailments.
Thus the issue of secure transference of medical
images over Internet and its reliable storage of high
volume in Cloud environment is a critical matter of
concern that needs to be addressed judiciously and
with utmost prudence. In this paper we have
proposed a new technique, integrating the approach
of image cryptography and image to image
steganography, a two layer security protocol to
promote safe and secure transmission of medical
images over Internet. Besides the exhausting job of
supervising and administering enormous volume of
medical images endowed to the healthcare
organizations is a serious issue which is not only
cumbersome but also inefficient, which needs to be
mitigated effectively too. Owing to the evolving
potential and sensational popularity of Cloud
Computing domain, in this paper, we advocate the
healthcare industry to exploit cloud services as an
aspiring solution for secure storage, accessing and
archiving of medical imaging data.
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